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The case of the singing Vice President

“No comment” on Mall story Pros and cons heard
J

*

by Rick Moser
The determined woman rose
purposefully from the seat
which she had clutched, whitek n u ck le d th ro u g h o u t the
D e p a r tm e n t
of
N a tu r a l
Resources (DNR) hearing. “ I t ’s
obvious,” she began, bran
dishing the January 19th Post
Crescent which had caused her
such bitter anxiety, “ that a
small minority of powerful
people are trying to suppress
the desires of the majority of
citizens who favor the mall.”
This was plain English; this
was the real dope; this was the
straight skinny: once again, it
seemed, a selfish, grasping,
cabal of plutoctats were subver-

Story says Prange, Gimbel’s
leaving city.”
It was just a Lawrentian lead
story, shuffled in amongst the
traditional front page convoca
tion preview and Dave Blowers
expose. But when Terence P.
Moran, Editor-in-Chief, was
awakened bright and too-early
the next morning by Post Cres
cent reporter Bernie Peterson,
it had become much, much
more. It had become this
week’s lead story, too.
A p p le t o n ’s ‘ ‘ Save the
Downtown” committee had
gotten a hold of the in
criminating article which they
subsequently incorporated as a
part of their formal petition for

V ice
P r e s id e n t
of
the
Sheboygan based firm, explain
ed that although it was possible
“ to keep both stores open...(he)
wouldn’t bet on it.” As this
statement and its immediate
implications gained publicity,
Mr. Sieracke was careful to
release a denial of the quota
tion, claiming everything from
imprecise tran scrip tio n to
manipulation of context. He
further explained to the Post
Crescent that he “certainly
should not have been quoted.”
U n fo r tu n a te ly
for
M r.
Sieracke, he will first have to
becom e
a lto g e th e r
less
quotable. This lesson learned,
he has since become em
phatically unavailable for com
ment.

Not surprisingly, the media
chain reaction had now been set
off, and on Tuesday evening, as
Appletonians first read The
Post Crescent’s investigation
of Lawrentian findings, Terry
Moran was appearing on TV 11
for coverage of the increasingly
hot story. Reacting with his
usual candor, the muck-raking
head honcho facilely summariz
ed his interpretation of the
events while observing that he
M A L L S U P P O R T E R w ith E x h ib it A
m ust have been fortunate
a contested hearing on the mall enough to have ‘caught them
ting the will of the citizenry.
issue; the- Post Crescent (Sieracke) on a very talkative
But who are these powerreporter who had been covering day.” It is unlikely that the
mongers? Who are these shady
the controversy during the H.C. Prange Company is a
inhabitants of smoke-filled
months since it had arisen was strong supporter of employee
room s,
th e se
m a lic io u s
replaced by Peterson after his loquacity.
manipulators of the public
masterful scooping by Moran;
weal? The woman was seated
A t 6:30 p.m. January 20, The
now, her hands folded, her pur and John Sieracke was denying
Law rentian testim ony was
everything.
pose fulfilled. On the floor
As reported in the January entered into the record of an of
beside her lay Exhibit A —the
15th Lawrentian article “Clos ficial D N R hearing convened to
key to the sordid tale that was
ing? Prange’s prepares for the
being played out upon the
continued on page two
worst,” Mr. Sieracke, Senior
public stage. Headline: “ LU

Wrolstad profile

<o

. by Terry Moran
D e s p ite the in c le m e n t
weather and the tedium of the
proceedings, they came in
droves last Wednesday and
Thursday to the Department of
Natural Resources’ hearing on
the potential impacts of the pro

testimony. Pull factors, trade
areas, shoppers goods and other
aspects of the issue were defin
ed and each sides’ estimations
challenged.
In addition, dozens of private
citizens came forward to speak
their piece, from local mer-

“ IT all began in this log cabin, see...”
posed JFox River Mall. No deci
sion is expected for at least a
week.
For two days, the Depart
ment heard testimony concern
ing projected air quality around
the proposed mall, and poten
tial socio-economic impacts on
downtown Appleton. From
100-page technical testimony
by outside experts to brief
declarations of dissent by
private citizens, evidence for
and against the mall was heard.
“ I expect the Department
will confirm their tentative
decision; it looks like we’ve lost
this stage,” said Susan Steingass, special counsel for the
city of Appleton. “ But,” she ad
ded, “ I think we’ll win a con
tested hearing.”
Both sides had retrieved out
side experts to back their posi
tion with complex, technical

chants to homeowners and
housewives. Most expressed
opposition to the proposed
mall, citing the potentially
drastic change in the quality of
life in and around the Appleton
downtown should the mall be
developed. But some voiced un
qualified support for the mall,
and felt that the continued
stalling of its construction was
due to a “powerful minority”,
including, it seemed, The
Lawrentian.
The Lawrentian became in
volved in the story iast week,
when, in two front-page stories,
it reported that Prange’s and
G im b e l’s downtown stores
would most probably be closed
if the mall were to be built. The
stories were based in part on an
interview with John Sieracke,
Vice-President of Prange’s, who

continued on page tiro

Colleagues comment Bartol on Thurow: who’ll pay?
Eds Mote: This is the second
part of a three-part series deal
ing with the Wrolstad record
The focus of this week's install
ment will be the perception of
Mr. Wrolstad by several of his
colleagues. Next week, in the
third and final installment, the
attitudes of the Lawrence
students toward the senior
business officer will be ex
plored
by Dave Blowers
In this, the second of a threepart series reviewing the
“ W r o ls ta d r e c o r d ,” The
Lawrentian talked with a
diverse group of the senior
business officer’s colleagues.
The group was asked to assess
Mr. Wrolstad’s overall perfor
mance, especially with regard
to their own institutional in
teraction with him. For the
most part all 4 men here hap
py to speak out in support of
Mr. Wrolstad, and their candid
and frank statements were
much appreciated.
Thomas Smith
Former Lawrence President
President Smith explained
that in all his years of education
he had never seen a business
manager whose approach was
more universally or widely
oriented. “ His recommenda
tions were always in terms of

what was good for the universi
ty,” Smith said.
When asked to comment on
the wide scope of Wrolstad’s
power, Smith retorted, “ In a
small college, the chief financial
officer should have a voice in all
financial matters down to the
penny.”
Finally, Sm ith described
Wrolstad’s priority approach to
new p r o g r a m m in g .” M ar
always asked first ‘should we
have the program,’ then it was
‘can we afford it?’ ”
“ I was very pleased with his
service to me, to the faculty,
and to the students,” he con
cluded.
Ron Roberts
Athletic Director
Roberts and Wrolstad have
traditionally been adversaries,
as Roberts has sought to
bolster the athletic department
budget. “ His job is to save
money,” Roberts said, “and I
guess that’s what he’s doing.”
R o b e rts
be lie ve s t h a t
Wrostad always ends up play
ing the heavy. “ If the budget
isn’t balanced he’s in trouble
with the Trustees, if it is
balanced, he’s probably in trou
ble w ith the D epartm ent
Chai;men.”
That Wrolstad must take the
continual tin page six

by Fred Bartol
In the aftermath of Lester
Thurow’s visit to the Lawrence
campus, the question remains:
How do we play the “ zero-sum
game” our society presumably
faces? How, ultimately, do we
reach a consensus cm what
Thurow considers the only im
portant issue in the current
economic policy debate—that of
whose income ought to go up
and whose ought to go down?
“There are no easy answers,”
Thurow insists in his recent
book. The Zero-Sum Society,
and he returned to this theme
repeatedly during his visit. Part
of the problem, he said Tues
day, is that instead of facing
this fact squarely, “we all look
for a magic button” in an en
vironment in which no such
button exists. The solution, as
Thurow sees it, lies in myriad
little reforms, none of which in
themselves offer a cure,
each of which entails imposing
significant costs on some ele
ment of our economy and which
therefore is doomed in our con
tentious and litigious society.
This is a frank observation
from one who is doubtless one
of the most lucid analysts of the
American economy to emerge
in recent years. Thurow's
primary act of intellectual

leadership has been to define
the American economic pro
blem in a challenging if un
popular way. We simply can
not, he says, each cling to our
own economic security in a
declining economy—someone
m ust
s u ffe r s ig n if ic a n t
economic losses as we work
towards greater equity and pro
ductivity.
Like it or not, Thurow insists,
economic rehabilitation lies in
massive transfer payments and
employment programs as well
as in substantial deregulation
and tax cuts—an array of

policies likely to be anathema to
both major political camps.
Whole industries may have to
be scrapped; major interests
will inevitably be stepped on;
and rich and poor alike, but
especially the rich, will face
short-run declines in their stan
dard of living.
The price Thurow pays for his
candor is the accusation that
his proposals aremnrealistic, if
not impossible. In fact, he
himself harbors few illusions
about the likelihood of his pro
posals finding their way into
continued on page nix
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view from tlie

Resume Building
The Pulitzer Prize would look great on a resume. Im 
agine the p o ssibilitie s: senior e d itors of big-name
newspapers and jo u rn als rise in respectful greeting as the
interview begins. G ra d school ad m issions directors
telephone hourly. W om en (or men, as the case m ay be), cap
tivated by the fame, the prestige of it all, h un g rily give
chase.
Were these dream s of glory, these th u n d e rin g hopes
passing through our m inds last week as reporters an d televi
sion cameras descended on our hum ble office? C ould it be
th a t The L aw rentian is on the verge of som ething big, en
d uring and respectable in its efforts and achievem ents?
O f course not. W h a t happened last week, specifically
th is paper’s direct involvem ent in the Fox River M all con
troversy and the legal proceedings surrounding it, can be
described sim ply as an exceptional piece of luck tran sp irin g
in the course of an unexceptional story. W e know w hat we
had was in some measure im p o rta n t, and we tried to present
it fairly. The denials, attacks and interviews which followed
took us by surprise; we have tried to take them in stride. W e
neither seek to scandalize or denounce; our efforts are not
directed at any wider audience th a n the Lawrence c o m m u n i
ty.
W'hy then are we here? W ell, why are you there? W h a t
purpose could possess responsible ad ults to abandon their
studies and wreck their healths in a non-credit, un p ay in g,
40-hour-a-week job? W’hat cynicism or indifference could
possess so m any of our loyal readers to tu rn im m ediately
and in tuitiv e ly to their own silly personals, and merely spill
beer and popcorn on the real efforts?
W e d o n ’t really know. W e feel th a t there is som ething
ab out our life here th a t is w orth exploring in these pages.
W e th ink our responsibility is to inform and to entertain,
and to do both in the lig h t of the rather special c o m m u n ity
we live in. If we perform our responsibilities w ith some con
viction, perhaps we m ake a sm all contribution to revealing
how m uch L aw rentians really share, and how p e tty th a t is
which divides us.
So no m atter how exciting last week was, or how good
for the old resume it m ay prove to be, we d o n ’t seek in these
pages to scoop the tow n, state, or country. W e d o n ’t need
th at. W h a t we do need is a b it more care on your part, not
only in reading and ju d g in g our effort, b u t in pouring beer
around it too.
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O p in io n

Fargo:a 'mailed'community
by Todd Benson
The proposed construction of
the new shopping mall in the
Fox Valley has aroused a great
deal of controversy. The major
question to which the mall
developers and The Save
Downtown Appleton Commit
tee radically differ is the effect
the proposed construction
would have on the central Ap
pleton business district. In
light of the various changes and
co u nte r- c han g e s s w ir lin g
around this issue it may be in
structive to examine the effects
that such a mall had on another
c o m m u n ity —Farg o, N orth
Dakota.
Fargo is a community of
60,000 located in a greater
metropolitan area of 130,000.
In 1969 a study was done which
showed that economic condi
tions in Fargo were ripe for in
vestment. A local investor
established a partnership to
finance the development of a
new shopping mall and even
tually bought land to the west
of Fargo for the construction of
the new mall. He obtained
leases from Sears and General
Mercantile (which operated a
large local department store)
and the mall opened—with
these two stores under its
roof—on August second, 1972.
Both these stores closed their
downtown businesses when
they moved into the mall. A
year later a third major depart
ment store, Dayton’s, moved in
to the mall. This was the first
Dayton’s operation in the area.

The only major department
store left in the area downtown
was J.C. Penney’s. But by 1979
Penney’s had closed i t ’s
downtown store and moved in
to a new addition of the mall.
The mall is now the major
retail center of the Fargo area.
A nother smaller shopping
center has been built near the
original West Acres. Two major
discount chains and a catalog
supply firm have constructed
stores near West Acres and at
least ten restaurants and five
hotels have been built in the im
mediate area. Fred Olson,
General Manager of the West
Acres Merchants Association,
estimates the yearly revenue of
the mall at 90 million dollars.
But
a c c o rd in g
to
Ken
Umbehocker, director of the
Fargo Downtown Business
Association, the total revenues
of the entire area are about
$200 million. By comparison,
the downtown area does about
$30 million dollars of business
yearly. Umbehocker estimates
that if the mall had not been
built the downtown would be
doing $125-150 million dollars
of business a year.
B o th U m b e h o ck e r and
Anderson agreed that the ma
jor factor in promoting the
growth of the mall and the
decline of the downtown area
was the relocation of the major
department stores. "The retail
department stores,” Anderson
said, "have made it more ad
vantageous for the retail con
sumers to meet their daily
needs (in the mall).”

In addition, the mall at
tracted a great number of na
tion ally know n companies.
"National chain stores,” said
Umbehocker, "flocked to the
mall.” As a result, the reamining downtown stores are, for
the most part, small and locally
owned operations. But even few
of these stores remain in Fargo.
"W e don’t have a dimestore,”
stated Umbehocker.
The opening of the shopping
mall has had a significant effect
on the downtown Fargo area.
Thirty five to forty downtown
businesses have either closed
their doors or moved into the
mall. These have left what
Umbehocker called, "some gap
ing holes to fill.” He indicated,
however, that these holes have
been to some degree filled by
financial, professional, and ser
vice institutions. But problems
re m a in
a c c o r d in g
to
Umbehocker, "The big holes
are hellish to fill up.”
Anderson thought that the
construction of the mall was
not the sole factor in the decline
of the downtown area. He in
dicated that the downtown mer
chants, if they had pursued ag
gressive merchandising tactics,
could have been able to com
pete with the mall for local
business. According to Ander
son the introduction of the new
shopping center simply caused
downtown merchants to lose in
itiative in their advertising and
merchandising and, as he puts
it, "just give up.”

from page 1

F actions testify on downtown
has since denied the quotes at
tributed to him in The Lawren
tian. Last week’s issue was
entered into testimony as part
of the formal petition for a con
tested hearing on the mall.
In addition, The Lawrentian
entered testimony into the
record confirming its findings
and asserting the accuracy of
the stories.
‘‘...We stand by both these ar
ticles and have the fullest con
fidence in their complete ac
curacy,” said tall, dashing,
modest Terry M oran, the
paper’s editor. "We, in the ut
most good faith, with the best
information we were able to
re trie v e ,
p re s e n te d
the
Lawrence community with the
news.”
The General Growth Proper
ties real estate investment
trust, developers of the mall,
p re s e n te d its te s tim o n y
through hired experts and
counsel. They asserted that the
D epartm ent’s original, ten
tative conclusion that "the mall
would not cripple downtown
Appleton, and an environmen
tal impact statement is not
needed; is sound, and should
not be reversed. In response to
the reports of the possibility of
»the closing of the downtown
Gimbel’s store, one trustee
commented, "There’s no way
Gimbels would move out; it
wouldn’t need to.”
Yet The Lawrentian this
week confirmed its finding of
the high likelihood of Gimbel’s
closing should the mall be built
through an additional source.
The source quoted Gimbel’s

management as saying that
should retail sales in downtown
Appleton decline by 20%, "you
wouldn’t see Gimbel’s around
for very long.”
L ocal
m anagem ent
of
Gimbel’s and Prange’s strongly
de n ie d The L a w e n tia n ’ s
reports. Both reasserted official
company statements that there
are presently no plans to pull

out of the downtown.
The story, d e nials and
testimony, were all in a small
part of one step in the long pro
cess of the Appleton’s continu
ing legal challenge to the Fox
River M all. ‘‘ Even if we
ultimately fail,” said one city
official, "we will have bought
im portant time to prepare
ourselves for the shock.”

from page 1

Leaker plugged
in v e s tig a te the p o te n tia l
economic impact of mall con
struction on the downtown
area. This testimony consisted
of a simple summarization of
the dealings and discoveries of
Moran and Associate Editor
Tony H u r tig , discoveries
which, although not ‘news’ in
the sense that observers were
unaware of the potentialities of
the situation, nonetheless first
disclosed a previously unknown
predisposition of the retail
management.
As Sieracke previously ex
plained, "Our first responsibili
ty is to our stockholders,” and
as such they “are committed to
go to the mall.” The closing of

the College Avenue facility, as
pointed out by Moran, would
entail the shutting down of a
major investment. Sieracke
countered by observing that
“ You must be a journalism ma
jor. If you were an accounting
major you would understand
about depreciation...we could
close the store and write it off.”
W hat the Senior Vice President
fails to recognize, however, is
that in so doing they may be
writing off the downtown as
well. W hat he also fails to
recognize is that Lawrence of
fers neither a journalism nor an
accounting major. No com
ment.

Term I Class Grade Point Averages
Freshmen
Sopho
Juniors
Seniors

19 8 2

19 8 0

19 79

19 78

19 77

2
2
2
3

2
2
2
3

2727
2 848
3 049
3 124

2
2
2
3

2
2
3
3

605
818
996
166

616
901
997
246

681
889
963
188

722
844
021
168

*

19 76
2
2
2
3

664
848
951
155
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Neighbors: extraordinary people
by Jeff Wisser
Neighbors, the newest film by

Neighbors serves as a manic
counterpart to the overbearing
John Avildsen, is a film that’s ly depressive Ordinary People.
awfully easy to hate. This wild Alvildsen’s film is something
eyed satire on the unrelenting akin to “ordinary people meet
tedium of suburban life has the extraordinary people.” It is a
looks of a work by an LSD modern-day bizarre play on the
laden John Cheever. It is not a old ‘live life to the fullest’
consistent, cohesive work, but, theme of the films of, say,
rather, a collection of scenes Frank Capra: it is a sort of
and sketches.
Meet-John-Doe, Watch-him-goB u t somehow, especially mad, and enjoy it.
through the aid of Dan Akroyd
None of this would work were
and John Belushi, both proven it not for Belushi, Akroyd and
masters of the scene and sketch Moriarty. Moriarty is the most
style of humor, Neighbors suc seductive cinematic femme
ceeds.
fatale to hit the screen since
Neighbors is the story of the Lauren Bacall. In only her se
Earl Keese family, a stage, cond film appearance she gives
stodgy suburban couple, whose a performance that sizzles with
serene life is disrupted by the pure eroticism. The teaming of
couple who move in next door, Akroyd and Belushi in the
Akroyd and his wife, Cathy casting of the former as the
Moriarty, are no ordinary new crazy and the latter as the
neighbors. They lie, cheat, straight man works surprising
steal, connive and dupe poor ly well. Akroyd’s characteriza
Earl until both internal and ex tion provides an insightful, if
ternal orders are completely inverted, reflection of the eccen
undermined and replaced with tricities and absurdities of
those who live the ‘modern life.’
an alm ost blissfu l chaos.
Belushi is nothing short of

wonderful. W ith his earlier Con
tin e n ta l D ivide and w ith
Neighbors he has established
himself as the comic counter
part to Jack Nicholson: when
he’s restrained he’s exciting.
When he’s uncontrolled he’s
overbearing, repetitious and
tiresome.
The writing here is relatively
strong. Scriptw riter Larry
Gelbart, (the creative force
behind television’s M *A*S*H )
from a novel by Thomas Berger
(Little Big Man, Reinhart’s
Women, Regiment of Women)
the story never bogs down,
tw isting and turning from
scene to scene. Though the
satire here gets overblown (not
unlike Paddy C heyefsky’s
h e avy - handed
N e tw o rk ,
ultimately it is redeemed by the
acting. More serious problems
arise in the cinematography
and editing. Visually Neighbors
is consistently drab. This might
have worked in presenting the
Keese’s, given the stylistic
counterpoint in the filming of

M O R IA R T Y , A kroyd and Belushi.
the next-door crazies, but such out altogether.
S till, d e sp ite n um erous
an attempt is not made. As for
editing, the picture looks as technical flaws, Neighbors has
though it were cut in a garbage a certain magic to it, provided
disposal. Scenes go on for a bit largely by its cast. Jo h n
too long for no purpose, and at Avildsen, a hit-or-miss director
times one gets the nagging at best, (Joe, Save the Tiger,
The Formula) has somehow hit
su sp icio n th a t im p o r ta n t
segments may have been cut this time.

Soft cell debut deserves some attention
by Paul Bergen
‘‘H uh?” grunt the masses,
“ which group is that? Soft
Shell?” “ No, no,” reply the few,
“ Soft Cell is the name. You
know, they do the top-40 hit,
“ Tainted Love.” Ah, that rings
a bell. Soft Cell, a group out of
England consisting of writer
and vocalist Marc Almond
along with the person who
plays all the instruments,
David Ball, has just released
their first LP in America entitl

ed, Non-Stop Erotic Cabaret.
While at first glance this title
may seem a bit tacky, it
becomes more and more ap
propriate to the listener as he
submerges himself in Soft
Cell’s trenchant attack on the
values of popular culture in our
society. Using the unlikely com
bination of polyrhythmic elec
tronic percussion w ith a
Motown/R&B influence, the
group successfully creates an
i n t r ig u i n g a lb u m
w h ich

challenges the listener both
musically and lyrically.
Erotic Cabaret may not prove
to be one of the best albums of
1982, but it deserves attention
nonetheless. Song-writer Marc
Almond uses the album to
launch an effective attack on
the values and lifestyle of the
infam ous “ m e-generation.”
Throughout the album the
values behind this culture are
attacked as being sleazy, futile
and deh um an izin g. “ Com-

Hotel according to Garp
by Rebel
It is not without some
trepidation that we examine
John Garp’s latest novel, for it
certainly unveils subjects
which, for the casual reader,
may frighten and cause vivid
nightmares which make you all
sweaty. Oh, he starts out in
nocently
enough,
G arp
does—describing his family and
the way in which his parents
first “consummated their rela
tionship”—but when he begins
delving into real horrors that
pace the hallways of hotels, the
unspeakable pathos awaiting
all hotel dwellers, well, it’s
almost too painful to even write
about it.
Garp here is certainly an in
novator, dealing with themes
never before seen in his
works—themes like bears in
hotels, whoredom, weightlif
ting, running and football,
homosexual relatives, Vienna,
and the loss of virginity. In a
larger sense his style and
motives mirror the Melvillean
School of literature...that is,
choose a member of the animal
kingdom and make it an
emblematic representation of
evil, or vice, or sorrow, or some
damn thing.
Allegory is right up Garp’s
alley. One cannot help but recall
Spenser’8 Faerie Queene when
reading this novel, for the bears
we meet are altogether single
purposed and consistently
reminiscent of only one human
ly trait, yet they are thrust into
a vast range of human ex-

periences which eventually lead
to great moralizing. What is the
moral of Garp’s masterful
work? Perhaps it is best to let
Garp himself provide an
answer.
But this is what we do: we
dream, and our dreams escape
us almost as vividly as we can
imagine them. That's what hap-

y

JO H N
IRVING
TbeHotel
i m
**

A --»ova

(irin and bear it.

pens, like it or not. And because
that's what happens, this is
what we need: we need a good,
smart bear. (p. 401b
The bear in this work is the
substantiation of the dream,
the one tangible message of
things attainable and goals
realizable. The bear is the

avenue through which man can
id eally achieve a self
significance, yes, the bumbling
Ursidae, order Carnivora, is the
great mediator between the self
and society.
The problem with Garp’s
work is that frequently the im
agery he employs is at odds
with the morality he is trying to
consciously invoke. He wants
to portray a world in which
dreams are attainable, and yet
he consistently digresses with
scenes of hotel whores,
homosexual acts, and a myriad
of other pathetic reminders of
the baseness of human nature.
Even the bears are repulsive;
one has a nasty habit of maul
ing and destroying dogs, and
the other turns out to be not a
bear at all, but a lesbian in a
bear suit. So the bear, the
hallowed bear, the great savior
which will help man turn
dreams to reality is in itself an
insubstantial, fleeting dream.
Despite its problems. The
Hotel New Hampshire succeeds
where other novels fail: it forces
a painful self-examination and
persuades us that anything is
possible if attempted with
enough conviction. That bears
can Uve the lives of humans,
that humans can live their lives
in hotels—these are the poig
nant messages left by John
Garp, self-avowed hotel-dweller
and bear lover. If these things
are not easily done, it is no
reason to despair, he says. Life
is excremental any way you
look at i t

plaints and self-pity” are the
“chips on the shoulders” of this
generation, writes Almond in
“ Chips on M y Shoulder.”
“ While my head gets fatter/the
starving get thinner.” Vanity
and self-pleasure abound in Al
mond’s depiction. “ I ’ll talk
about famine/while cooking the
dinner,” he sings, “D on’t you
feel g u ilty /D o n ’t you feel
pity?/NO!” As the rest of the
album makes clear, the values
of this type of society indeed,
make life seem like a non-stop
erotic cabaret.
The opening song of the
album sets the tone for this
c a u s tic
d e p ic tio n .
“ F r..fr..F R U S T R A T IO N !!!!”
shouts Almond with enough
gusto to make John Travolta’s
Saturday night fever rise a few
degrees. “ I have an ordinary
life/I have a car/A favorite
bar/I have a job/A moderate
wage./I’m
going bald/I’m
nobody,” he laments. And, in
deed, it seems these are the
type of self-image issues our
generation has deemed crucial
issues of the times. Why else
are our best-seller lists clogged
with diet and self-help books
while world issues burn all
around us?
Almond concentrates on the
futility of this self-image orien
tation throughout the rest of
the album. In “ Bedsitter,” a
steady paced song, Almond
puts a mirror to the face of
disco and glitter-rock and sings,
“ I think it ’s time to cook a
meal/to fill the emptiness I
feel/start the nightlife over
again/kid myself I ’m having
fun/dancing, laughing/drinking,
loving/and now I ’m all alone/in
bedsit land/my only home.”
“ Atop the haunting melodies of

memories of what you once
were/Youth/sleep in a deep deep
sleep/beauty is skin deep.”
“ Entertain M e’’ finds the
singer cry ing, “ E n te r ta in
me/I’m as blank as can be/and
I ’ve done it before/and I ’ve seen
it before/ it just goes on over
and over and over again.” Finaly, in “Seedy Films,” Almond
grasps society as a whole and
paints a stark picture of its in
human superficial values. Dron
ing above slick, sarcastic, disco
synthesizers and a steady
thumping beat, Almond sings,
“ Let’s get acquainted / getting
to know you / feeling sleazy /
seems that anything goes / blue
film flicker / hands of a stranger
/ getting to know you.” Sort of
makes one think a second
before bopping around while
Olivia gets physical.
The music throughout Erotic
Cabaret can hardly be called
unexciting, but it isn’t going to
keep you dancing, either. If
anything, David Ball’s musical
arrangements are pleasant, but
uninspiring. The orchestration
is simple. Many of the various
electronic sounds used on the
LP are a bit like some pinball
machines or a cheap punchbutton organ. Nonetheless, a
bluesy sax on side one and some
nice
b a c k in g
m e lo d ie s
th r o u g h o u t m ake E r o tic
Cabaret more than listenable.
On the whole, this album comes
across as in tr ig u in g and
challenging. The listener thinks
about more than redundant
guitar licks, recycled screams,
and the position of his naval as
he wanders through each song.
If for no other reason than the
fact that they have something
interesting to say. Soft Cell
deserves people’s attention.

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
508 W est W isconsin Ave., Appleton

Contraceptive services. Pregnancy testing. VD testing and treat
ment, Infertility counseling and sterilization.
All services provided confidentially
Sliding fee scale
Medical Assistance A ccepted
for more information and appointments
Call 731-6304
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M ilo “The K iller" Weed in

The Case of The Absent Academicians
by Milo “ The Killer” Weed
Private Eye
It had been*one enchanted
evening. 1 was comfortably loll
ing in my bed one wintry mom-

up my leg when you touched
my...
A A A A U G H , Chuck You
Farley...The jangling of my
phone succeeded in evaporating
all fantasies of the succulent

A F T E R the revelation of the faculty, new-wave act,
for Business Affairs Mar “ (let Dow n" Wrolstad announced
his intentions to start a pop-rock combo. “This is somethin#
I've really always wanted to do." claimed the dexterous
demagogue.
ing, blissfuly reliving the
events of the night before in my
head. Ah, Myrna, just you and
me and our little booth at the
Paradise Lost Club and the
electronic angst that shimmied

M yrna from my reveries.
“W hat’s your problem?” I spat
in t o
th e
receiver.
“ Uh...uh...sorry, Milo, but this
is kind of an emergency. Can
you spare a moment and get

over here?”
I wiped my palm over my
sweaty brow. “ Rik! Rik Warch!
I t ’s been a year since you last
needed my services. You’re not
having problems with that
Chaney fellow again, are you? If
you are, then you’re going to
have to get another private dick
to help you out this time. Some
nuts are just too tough for me
to crack.”
“ Well, our double-knit friend
* from Oxford is only the tip of
the iceberg this time. Milo, I
need your investigative finesse
more than ever! Can you?
Please?”
“ I ’ll meet you at the Mudd in
five minutes.” I placed the
receiver back in M ickey
Mouse’s arms and heaved a
pregnant sigh. I t ’s tough being
so good at your job, especially
w ith
th e se
ivo ry - tow er
academes ingratiated to your
style. W hat the hell, though,
ten bucks is ten bucks. I bound
ed out of the sack.
Cruising into the parking lot
next to Sampson House, I
almost ran over some loony-

Masters teel all

Lineups set for Trivia bowl weekend
Forced by recent budget cuts
and a rather embarrassing arti
cle in a recent issue of The
A tla n tic M o n th ly , D a v id
Stockboy has taken a cut in his
income. Seen stocking shelves
recently at Mike’s Town and
Country, Stockboy was heard
to comment, "The saving grace
about this has been my par
ticipation in the ‘trivia down
system’ of economic distribu
tion. It really does work.”
•**
Sandra Dee O ’Connor, who has
been missing for the past week,
has finally been located in A p
pleton, W I. O ’Connor, who join
ed the ranks of former female
movie stars turned politic in
September, disappeared from
the Supreme Court bench last
week after excusing herself to
powder her nose. The F B I is
responsible for locating O ’Con
nor—yesterday, agents receiv
ed an anonymous phone call
from a female who allegedly
saw O'Connor at the Planned
Parenthood in Appleton seek
ing counseling for an unwanted
pregnancy. The agents followed
this lead only to discover that
O ’Connor is in the process of
planning a judicial style show
featuring chic courtroom garb.
She will be modeling her new
line of poodle robes at the 17th
Annual Trivia Contest. The
presence of Her Honor will
enable Trivia Weekend to be
the neatest ever.
Shot down over Lake W in
nebago by M ing the Merciless
to join the illustrious Trivia
team, Amelia Airhead agreed to
forfeit her secret mission on the
grounds that “ Well gee, I
forgot what it was anyway...”.
O rig in ally from Jo h n so n ’s
Creek, W I., Amelia, the af
fected child of the 70’s, the
“me” generation, will amuse
and amaze her audiences with
her total lack of common sense
and articulation. Her plane, the
Spirit of Weyauwega, will be on
display in the Main Hall dome

has been cited for the Lawraunchian’s “ Master of the Year”
award. Always the humble
Dooley Weaver Returns
family-master, Ike stated in an
To Trivia
Prof. Dooley Weaver, former exclusive interview with the
ly of the Dixon, IL chamber of Lawraunchian: “The workingcommerce, will be returning to classes of Appleton will never
W LF M to be a Trivia Master be free without their navels.”
*»•
again this year. After advanc
The Return of Dr. Jazz
ing to the position of “headA P A p p le to n , W I —The
taste-tester” for Wisconsin In
dependent Beer Tasters Inc., music world is buzzing with ex
decided to move out of beer citement after the recent an
tasting and into a more respec nouncement of the return of a
table job. After a long search, unique voice to contemporary
Dooley has landed a job as an music. Variety, the entertain
electronics technician at a small ment industry’s Bible, reported
liberal arts college somewhere yesterday that Dr. Jazz is on
in the depths of Wisconsin. In the comeback trail after several
fact, this is the same position fruitful years in academic
which Pope Pontius Page V* medicine.
The doctor ended his musical
once helped.
In a recent interview with the hiatus after he attended a con
Lawrauntian Weaver disclosed cert by the Rolling Stones in
that he hopes to follow in the Rockford, IL. Jazz is said to
Pope’s footsteps and eventually have exclaimed, " I f that cat can
become Pope himself. Further- prance around like that at age
more, the Lawrauntian has 38, I figure I ’ve got a few more
learned from unsubstantiated, 8°°d years in these legs.”
Dr. Jazz has been spotted at
u n r e lia b le ,
underground
sources that Weaver plans to the Conservatory of Music
speed up his rise to Popeship wandering around the Percus
thru a devious plot to short cir sion Studio, mumbling about a
missing snare drum.
cuit Pope Pontius Page lA.
More on this as the contest
The d o c to r ’s v is it to
degenerates....
Lawrence is reportedly part of a
**♦
talent search for members of a
Back this year after a long jazz-rock group he has formed.
overseas
exile
is
IK E A deal is in progress between
W ELE SA , spiritual leader of this group and LU ’s Special
the recently-outlawed Lawrence Events Committee about a jazz
Memorial Union. Ike comes festival at the Banta Bowl.
well-qualified for this year’s
As Dr. Jazz’s appearance on
Trivia mission of sniffing out the Lawrence campus coincides
the guerilla-commando types on with the 17th Annual Midwest
the faculty and staff, having Trivia Contest, the Prince of
herself recently infiltrated a Percussion, as he is known, has
local subversive organization been made an honorary Trivia
headed by none other than the Master and is sure to be plugg
famed Che Boygan (also im ing his upcoming appearance at
plicated were Ken Osha and the Darboy Club.
Ray Cine). Lucky enough to hail
When asked why he left the
from the same area as the Pope security and prestige of his
himself, Ike was briefly detain position as physician for the in
ed when m artial law was stability and risk of the music
declared in South Milwaukee. world, Dr. Jazz replied without
The authorities were accom hesitation. Music has always
modating enough to release Ike been my first love. And proc
in time for this year’s contest, tology can foally be a pain in
and for her various travails she the a»s.”

until Sunday.

tune careening around the cor
ner in a Cushman. Damn
financial-aid flunkies, I m ut
tered. I parked the 450-SL and
jogged over to that most
h id e o u s of a r c h ite c tu r a l
dinosaurs, the Seeley G.
Where to find Warch amidst
these endless rows of carrells
decked with dog-photos and
picture postcards? I thought
m aybe
I ’d
m is ta k e n ly
wandered into a dorm, but as I
hesitated who should appear
but The Man himself, flashing a
Pepsodent smile and trailing a
faint odor of Grecian Formula.
“ A t last! You’ve come!”
“ How’s it going, Rik. Say,
thanks a lot for that birthday
card you sent me last month.
Must have cost a lot to have
that printed up, eh?”
"Oh, no problem. Ju st one of
m any
e x a m p le s
o f th e
Lawrence Difference. Look,
Milo, we’re up a creek. Weird
things have been going on
here—there’s an unprecedented
number of profs on sabbatical
or just plain gone this year. I
suspect they’ve all joined a Li
byan suicide commando squad
out for my blood. Do you think
you could crack the case?” The
beleagured president slipped
me a list of the suspected
miscreants.
I shook his hand and told him
I ’d go through hell or Real Chili
to get to the bottom of this
mess. B ut first I had to stop off
at the Grill to sniff out a lead, if
I could.
Marge Van Roy was none
too pleased at my appearance,
but what could she do except
charge me extra for more cream
in my coffee. The usual crowd
was staking out the tables.
Wild Bill Bremer was holding
court with an endless stream of
tutorials; Bert Goldgar was
just holding court; the Relevant
crowd was attempting to draw
a parallel between the nation
wide job-mongering fetish of
the Class of 1985 and the size of
this year’s Beta pledge class;
Bob Spoo was celebrating his
being given tenure as a student;

and Terry Moran was telling all
that he had been named as this
y ear’s g ra d u a tio n speaker
(“They had Bob Woodward
three years ago—why not the
best?”). B ut the figure in the
corner caught my eye. Even
though it was enveloped in a
cloud of smoke not unlike that
which can be found in any given
room on 4th-floor Brokaw, I
recognized it immediately as
that of Pete Fritzell—No. 1 on
Warch’s suspect list. Fritzell
was supposedly writing some
high-flown treatise on bogs or
marshes or "some damn thing.”
The perfect cover for assassinational activities, 1 thought—no
teaching responsibilities, but
easy access to the University. I
cleared my th ro a t.'“ Hi, Pete,
mind if I join you?”
He glared at me through the
haze; obviously, he did not want
to be bothered. “ Yeah? Yeah?
W hat is it you want from me?”
“ How’s the book going?’’ I
asked, watching his eyes for
any signs of fear or trepidation.
He didn’t get the hint. “ I don’t
know what to tell you, yeah?
Paragraph here, paragraph
there...damn slow, damn slow.”
I dropped another hint.
“ Have you been hunting yet?
You know, with guns?” Fritzell
looked faintly surprised. “ Nah.
These days I ’m thinking of try
ing to storm the North Dakota
Senate like my mother. What
the hell are you on about,
Weed?”
I decided th at the best
method for getting around this
tough cookie was a question
aimed right at the jugular.
“ Fritzell, I ’m not going to play
around with literary litanies
any more. All I want to know is
do you and your boys have a
contract out on Warch?”
The man was taken aback.
Then he began to rant. “ Are
you from the Reagan ad
ministration? Are you the guy
they send to check out the use
to which our research grants
are p u t? L o o k , I know
N O T H IN G , and there is
nothing you can do to make me

Local Student Wins Look-Alike Contest
APPLETON (AP) - Joshua Gimbel of
Milwaukee, a Lawrence University
student, recently was named the win
ner of the first annual Greater Midwest
Sirhan Sirhan Look-Alike Contest
here Gimbel, a 20 year old junior,
easily outdistanced all competition
with his uncanny likeness to the
famous Arab assassin of the late
Robert F. Kennedy Gimbel. in un
characteristic modesty, admitted that
he had not even heard of the contest
until he was informed that he had
won His first prize included a two
week all expense paid trip to sunny
Libya and meetings with international
terrorist leaders Mohammar Quaddaffi
and PLO kingspm Yassir Arafat Iron
ically Jewish, Gimbel declined to ac
cept this portion of his prize

Sirhan Sirhan

BEVERLY RUSCH
Oislhcl 574 Sales Manager

Avon Selling Can Help
Earn Money For College

you

fl e x ib l e h o u r s h ig h $$$
Call Mrs. Rusch at 734-0078

Box 241, Appleton, WI 54911
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News in Briefs

from page four

Weed-ing out the missing profs
talk. Go investigate Downer
hiring practices if it’s scandal
you’re after—but don’t bother
me about it!”
It was obvious that there was
no worthwhile information to
be had off this man. I checked
Warch’s suspect list again,
noting that three of them were
actually still in Appleton. W hat
a perfect cover for whatever
evil deeds thay were up to! 1
left the stonewalling Fritzell to
the pleasure of his own com
pany and paid a call on yet
another eccentric E n g lish
erudits, Tom Dale.
“ Tell me everything you
know, you grant-grubbing
guerilla.” After that experience
with Fritzell, I wasn’t about to
trust any of these intellectual
types with grasping subtleties.
The seasoned literary offered
me coffee and a chair; under any
other circumstances I was sure
he’d be a pleasant enough chap.
But this was serious business.
“ I ’m sorry, sir, but I don’t
have a lot of time. W hat I do
have though is a copy of The
X -Rated “ H e art of M id
Lothian," and I will begin
reading aloud from it if you
d o n ’t give me the goods
information-wise!
“ No! No! A n y th in g / but
that...They’re in Waukesha, all
of them! Povolny, Richman,
Thompson, Chaney, Palmquist,
off and on the entire Geology
department, and now Chuck
L a u te r! W a u k e s h a —t h a t ’s
all—I ’ll....say!” He fell into a
dead faint.

Well, at least I was onto
something, and it smelled as
fishy as every single Downer
Friday Dinner. I figured the
profs were using their grants to
buy Mausers, hiding out in
Waukesha studying copies of
A ra fa t Made Easy w hilst
preparing for the final coup
d ’etat. Poor Rik Warch—he
didn’t know what he could be
up against. I had to act fast.
Waukesha isn’t exactly the
weekend resort that, say. Little
Chute is, but I knew the town
well enough. Of course my first
stop was the Sunset Bowl, a
notorious hang-out for exLawrentians who hadn’t quite
gotten their act together yet.
But before long, I was on my
third Wild Turkey without a
helping word from the patrons.
“ Missing profs? Huh? Hadn't
seen ’em, hadn’t heard of ’em.”
Dejectedly, I slouched back out
the door. W hat now? Where do
I turn? As a last resort, I invok
ed the name of St. Tuchulus,
Patron Saint of Lost Causes,
but in my depressed delirium
Tuchulus replied that he was
too busy answering the prayers
of the Public Policy department
to help me on this one. I was
about to check into a nearby
motel and sleep on it when a
seemingly familiar figure pass
ed by. Trying to act nonchalant
as I followed the mystery-man
into a nearby music store, I
observed him picking up a
Stratocaster and paying for it
with a National Educational
Foundation check. What the....?
Then the man removed the

T R IV IA
TRIVIA Code
I The Trivia Credo Trivia in meant U> be entertainment and should he per
reived solely in that light Conduct contrary to this governing Credo will be regarded
as an infraction of the rules
2. Decisions made by the (¡rand Master of Trivia, the Station Manager or
Station Kngineer are KINAI,
3. When a team calls to answer a question, they will be allowed two chances to
give the correct answer
4 Cheating is forbidden Any team caught cheating will be penalized by zeroing
its point total Cheat ing is defined as:
al in te rfe rin g w ith th e a b ility o f a n o th e r te a m or in d iv id u a l to p a r tic ip a te in the
C ontest;

h| utilizing facilities not normally available for use at the expense of other con
testants;
c| obtaining answers from anyone on the W l.FM or Trivia staffs,
dl competing in the contest under more than one team name;
el violation of t he Telephone Hy laws,
0 prostitution of the TriviaCredo.
gl considering anything sacred
TKl.F.PHONE BY LAW S
1. No partial credit will be given for multiple-part answers
2. Absolutely no cross phone-dialing will be tolerated I earns will lie assigned to
either the on campus or off-campus categories; no Iearn can use W l> M phone num
bers available to teams of the opposite category
3. Illncking t he phone lines hy anv method will be regarded as cheating; the con
test will stop until the problem is cleared
Most important of these rules is the TriviaCredo, it states that Trivia is all for
fun llecauae Tnvlais merely entertainment, cheating will beilealt with severely, since
nothing can be lost (save sleep! by Trivia players So beware, because St Tuchulus is
ready with his tree sap

brightly-knit scarf from his
head, the my worst suspicions
were confirmed. It was Chaney,
again! Can’t that man ever toe
the straight and narrow? I
figured it wasn’t a good idea to
blow my cover until I really
knew what this was all about,
so I suppressed the urge to cor
ner him then and there and only
followed him back out. He led
me to a rather sleasy-looking
joint on the outskirts of town.
The bouncer at the front door
nodded at Chaney and he pass
ed right through. But I was
stopped short and was inform
ed that there was a cover
charge. “ I t ’s 50* or however
much the LU History depart
ment gets to spend per student
this year, whichever is higher.”
I fished in my pocket for the
50*. “ Is there a band tonight?”
I inquired of the bouncer. “ Yep.
New Wave. They’re OK, but
they don’t look too good in
leather.” A t that moment the
first loud chords of a poorlyplayed guitar slammed into my
ear. I looked up at the stage,
and my mouth fell open in
shock. There they were! All the
leave-taking profs, including
Fritzell and Dale, on stage,
with Dean Lauter singing lead,
performing “ Anarchy in the
L U !” I leapt up on stage. The
cacaphony stopped and the
band glared at me. “ So, you’ve
discovered our secret,” sput
tered Povlony. “ Believe me, it’s
not what you think’ we’re not
out to assassinate Warch. We
only felt SO M E T H IN G needed
to be done to fill the void left by
the Static Disruptors, and
Warch wasn’t about to do it
himself. We weren’t going to
harm him, only render him
senseless for a while. We were
going to premiere next weekend,
at the Coffeehouse. But now I
suppose the gig, as it were, is
up?” He sighed and laid his
electric bass on the floor. “ Well,
boys, I guess Weed’s got us
this time. We’ll go quietly.”
I phoned Warch the next day
with the good news, got my ten
bucks, and left that lot to their
own devices. Academia sure is a
weird world. Meanwhile, I ’m
back at the office, waiting for
another assignment. I guess
they’re all the same after 17
years, just another job for Milo
“The Killer” Weed. No job too
big, no woman too small. Look
me up...I’m in the book.

—Trivia will be closed-captioned for the hearing impaired.
—Lawraunchian reporters disclosed that Margot Warch
solicited funds for new china for Downer. Besides this ques
tionable act, the place settings do not even match.
—Sadness turned to joy on campus today when John Moder
surprisingly emerged from the snow bank in front of the library.
Presumed dead, Moder says that he had been shoveled in by his
own men during the clean up after this winter’s first major
snow storm. Moder is said to have seen many things while in
side the snow bank such as Coach Robert’s game plan for the
Dayton game, Ken Urbanski’s unemployment check, and an
award for honest journalistic reporting belonging to Dave
Lawson.
—Regarding the rumors that there will be a raffle held to
give away the answer to the last question or a raffle to give
away anything are totally false. No trips to anywhere will be
awarded for any reason.
—The first test-tube penguin with a genetically-engineered
navel was born yesterday in Hohokus, New Jersey. Both
mother and baby are reported to be fine except they want to
move to Appleton.
—Dave Busse today undergoes investigation by Honor
Council for accepting watches from the Posse Comitatus.
—Last Wednesday, Dave Busse accepted $1000 for an in
terview Cathy Hyde gave to Young Republican magazine.
—Pope Pontius Page V* has heard there is a Libyan hit
squad moving into the area. He says there is no reason to worry
and that Trivia will not be stopped.
—Pope Pontius Page V* has been asked to preside over the
christening of the royal baby. Name choices have been rumored
to be Scott or Jennifer.

It has just been discovered
that the Right Reverend Lizzie
has been preparing for her role
as Magister Maximi for the
past twenty-one years. In
this
previously
unreleased
photograph, the Reverend Liz
zie is shown being presented as
an offering by her sister. Sens
ing that she would never reach

the revered state of Magister
M axim i, herself, her sister
presented the infant Lizzie for
study with Pope Pontious Page
the Vt. Due to the quick think
ing the constant encourage
ment of her sister, the Right
Reverend Lizzie has finally
reached the revered state of
Magister Maximi. When asked
to comment, the elder sibling
said, “ I t ’s a dream come true
for our family and we’ve writ
ten an article for the Lake Mills
Reader as well as the Janesville
Gazette.”
Moroo Sautebein, Western
District President of the Mora
vian Church, said, ‘We couldn’t
be more proud of Lizzie.” When
asked for comment, pastors of
Lizzie’s home congregation
could only say, “ I guess this
means she won’t be playing her
horn in the band for Easter.”
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F e a tu r e s
Appleton profile

Connotations John Black in a flash
Grave and Fugue of G.F.
by Stacey Schmeidel
W hat has 20 legs and str Handel. Next, Mr. Allen, Ms.
Schmeidel, Mr. McKinster, and
ings—I mean, sings?
Who spends a combined total pianist Linda Suhling will pre
of more than 200 hours per sent David Popper’s Requiem.
week in the depths of the Con The entire ensemble, joined by
servatory?
Soprano Mari Taniguchi, will
W hat 10 people on the then take the stage to present
Lawrence campus are bound perhaps the most well-known
together by their undying love cello ensemble piece, Hector
B a c h ia n a s
for the cello and the deep con V illa - L o b o s
viction that music is their life? Brasillieras No. 1. The cello
The answer to all of the above ensemble will then perform
questions (or at least the first W ilhelm M etzler’s equally
two) is o b v io u s —i t ’s the famous Quartet. The program
Lawrence U niversity Cello will close with Ave Maria by
Choir! This hard-working, ten- Fitzenhagen. This “ Evening of
member ensemble will make its Cello Music” promises to be a
long-awaited debut tonight at very special event—don’t miss
8:00 in Harper Hall. This recital it!
Rather than relax after Fri
of cello ensemble music per
formed by groups ranging in day’s mega-performance, three
size from three to ten is an members of the cello studio will
original, unique, exciting, one- perform at next Tuesday’s
of-its kind, first-ever, concert g e n e ra l s tu d e n t r e c ita l.
here at Lawrence. The evening Baritone Kevin Meidl, accom
promises to be one of the most panied by Terry Olsen, will
exciting of the year. After all, open the program with Anton
how can one go wrong at a con Dvorak’s Biblical Songs. C.
cert presented by such an Franklin McKinster will then
outstanding group of people as make his Lawrence University
solo debut performing the Con
the LU cello studio?
The ensemble is led by cellist, certo No. 1 in a minor by
studio teacher, orchestra con Camille Saint-Saëns. Frank will
ductor, and all-around good guy be accompanied by Linda Suhl
C a rlto n M cCreery, whose ing. Stacey Schmeidel, grateful
wisdom, encouragement, kind to her accommodating accom
words, and carefully-drawn panist Laura Van Nostrand,
analogies have inspired in his will then present the second
cello students not only a certain movement of Luigi Boccherini’s
insanity but also an incom Concerto in B flat major.
prehensible desire to practice Micheál “ Frosty” Allen will
and perfect their talent. Two close the program with four
prime examples of this are movements from the Suite No.
Sophomores Mike “ I ’m not 3 in C major for Solo Cello by
Fuzzy Anymore” Allen and J.S. Bach.
O n ly
p ia n o
p ro fe s so r
Stacey Sch m eide l, whose
perseverence and dedication to Theodore Re hi breaks into the
their art allows no time for cello action when he presents a
other less weighty matters like faculty recital Sunday at 8:00 in
eating, sleeping, and having Harper Hall. Mr. RehJ will per
fun. (And if you believe this, fo rm s o n a ti by H a y d n ,
ask Mike what he was doing ly Beethoven, and Barber, and
ing in a snowbank late last two works of “pure passion” by
Chopin. Don’t miss this oppor
Tuesday night.)
The effects of combining ten tunity to see this outstanding
such diverse personalities artist in concert!
The faculty recital, “ An
guarantee that a good time will
be had by all (we LOOK happy, Evening of New Music” has
don’t we?). Friday night’s per been postponed to February 8.
Watch this space next week
formance will open with a great
show of confidence by Mr. when a much-relieved and wellAllen, Ms. Norris, and Ms. rested reporter will bring you
Schmeidel as they perform the d e tails on the up com in g
A
Chamber Series concert.
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W rolstad review
brunt of criticism dates back to bottom line.”
the administrative structuring
Sumner Richman
of the Smith years. “Smith was
Professor of Biology
pretty smart in that his struc Dr. Richman provided some
ture kept him out of trouble —> words of wisdom from science
it allowed him to do other hall. Richman believes that
things that a college president Lawrence is very fortunate to
should do like fund raising and have a person of Wrolstad’s
alumni relations,” Roberts caliber. Not only is he welltheorized.
known in the circles of business
But Roberts acknowledges affairs for colleges, but he also
that under the current ad “has a strong identification of
ministration this structure the kind of place we are.”
should be amended. “ President
In terms of the budget, the
Warch has a different style,” he Biology Department has pretty
continued. “He hugs mothfers.. much always received what
. He gets the faculty to laugh .. they requested, so no one would
. sometimes they’re laughing at have any complaints there.
themselves and they don’t even
Dr. Richman, however, also
know it.”
acts as coordinator of the
The athletic director and Marine Biology Program, and
head football coach concluded he posited some recommenda
that Wrolstad has alot of tions based on that experience
pressures put on him. “Mar has which have far-reaching effect.
tried to do many things himself.
First, Richman would like to
He makes a lot of decisions. He see more encouragement of
doesn’t like to delegate authori such program s, perhaps
ty. But maybe he does that through more financial support.
because he’s responsible for the
Continued on Page 7

wilderness of Shawano, Wiscon
sin, John has been a resident of
Appleton for ten years. He is an
employee of the Young Men’s
Christian Association, where,
from his desk in the lower lobby
he deals in memberships, reser
vations, and gym clothes. In ad
dition, John takes on the
responsibilities of "bouncer”
and head of the Y ’s propaganda
department. (He is quick to re
mind that as of the first of the
year, special three month stu
dent membership rates are
available - a deal not worth
refusing). John, however, finds
his toughest assignment as be
ing Dean W alsh’s superior.
John is single and finds
himself at Downer as a result of
his not enjoying the fine art of
cooking. He lives near the cam
pus and finds the food center
“economical and convenient.”
Surprisingly, he finds Downer’s
fodder not only*edible, but tas
ty, and frequently takes advan
tage of the unlimited seconds
policy.
The food, however, is not
J o h n ’s sole a ttra c tio n to
Lawrence. He appreciates the
“ humanistic and educational
rather than vocational” aspects
Black reflects.
( 'in ily .h iliH s
of the university, and having
to most students what the studied religion, english, and
Soviet Union was to Winston library science in his college
Churchill some forty years ago - day s, feels t h a t he has
“ a riddle wrapped inside a something in common with the
mystery inside an enigma.” But students and faculty. He finds
upon close inspection and a people here receptive, with only
chance acquaintance, one finds a few exceptions. His welcom
John to be more than just a ing smile and charm have also
visitor to the university. He’s made him alot of friends. In
not a stranger, nor an enigma. fact, John feels that he “ fits in
John is a friend.
better in the Lawrence comO r ig in a lly o u t of the m unity than at J im ’s Place.”
by Hugh Dellios
A stranger lurks in the
Downer supper line. He appears
out of the cold each night and
willfully takes his place among
the disenchanted and hesitant
L a w re n tia n s . T hough u n 
fa m ilia r ,
he
is
e a s ily
distinguished from the usual
assortment of letter jackets,
baby faces, and Izod shirts, for
his hair is graying and his eyes
betray what is fairly uncommon
to the Downer vicinity, the
hunger of a bear. W ith a light
step and a jovial air, he humbly
slips in and out of the dining
hall.
A t first discovery, most
students are suspicious. Who is
that guy? Indeed, John Black is

from page 1

Thurow analysis
serious practice, and he lays the
blame for this at the feet of the
political party system and par
ticularly the Democratic Party,
which, having “reformed” itself
into disarray by stripping
legislative leaders of much of
their power, is now unable to
organize a decisive majority.
One of the “little reforms” he
proposes is the restoration of
some of those powers to such
figures as the Speaker of the
House in the interest of foster
ing a stronger party system.
A t the core of the political
problem lies the need for a con
sensus behind a policy ap
proach, and Thurow believes
that is likely only in the face of
a broadly perceived crisis.
Thurow fully believes that we
must define the current pro
blem in crisis terms, calling our
economic sta g n atio n “ the
moral equivalent of defeat” and
suggesting that our goal must
be to create the sort of crisis at
mosphere which has set the
stage for greater cooperation
and sacrifice in the past.
He also insists that imposing
economic losses will only work
if those losses are widely shared
by the society, and that, in the
end, many of the solutions to
our problems lie beyond the
pale of even a healthy U.S.
political system—in the will
ingness of firms to undertake
new means of enhancing worker
productivity, and in the deci
sion by companies to emphasize
long-range rather than shortrange gains.
Its hard to be optimistic

about any of these goals given
the current national complacen
cy and the likelihood that much
of the population will be able to
insulate itself from the effects
of our economic decline for
some time to come. It is equally
hard to expect decisive action
from a political process which
recruits leaders according to
their TV images and which
devours our leaders with appall
ing regularity in two and fouryear cycles. And it is even more
difficult to see that we will sur
render our contentiousness or
our tenacity in grasping our
share of the economic pie even
in the face of an impending
crisis. It seems plausible that
we will move in the other direc
tion; as one columnist remarked
in a critique of The Zero-Sum
Society recently in Esquire,
“ Zero-Sum in the current en
vironment... will be like playing
the Philadelphia Flyers without
knee-pads or face-masks, let
alone a hockey stick. ...the
losers do not say ‘good show,’
they stop playing the game or
come back with bigger thugs.”
The central question of fin
ding the will when the way
seems well-defined remains
unanswered, and for all of Mr.
Thurow’8 suggestions, the pro
spects for developing that will
seem poor at the moment. Still,
if we have reason to hope other
wise, it is because of those who,
like Lester Thurow, can apply
remarkably creative minds to
work and envision and ar
ticulate an alternative possibili
ty.

Jo h n ’s studies did not end
with his college days, for he still
reads a substantial amount of
history and English. He freely
quotes in English and Latin
and once gave a talk on Sir
Walter Scott at the public
library. He often uses the
Seeley G. Mudd and proves
himself a student’s student by
possessing a collection of Cliff’s
Notes the size of the congres
sional record.
Though he is fond of the
university environment, John
“ re la te s to p e o p le , n o t
abstracts” and is quick to point
out that if he lived in Cam
bridge, Massachusetts, he cer
tainly wouldn’t hang out at
MIT.
Aside from his siege of
Downer and the library, John
p a tr o n iz e s q u ite a few
Lawrence facilities. He attends
a lecture or two, finds the grill,
Ardys, and her cheeseburgers
"very pleasant”, and indulges
in an occasional pitcher of beer
at the Viking Room.
The middle of the week draws
John to Youngchild, for the
Wednesday night movie is his
weakness. He enjoys the
features but can’t hide his
apathy towards the new Flash
Gordon series which he saw as a
kid. As Flash, the paramount
hero, spellbinds the audience
with his skill, and wonder at the
intergallactic impracticality of
Dale Arden’s wardrobe.
Though he has a relatively
good knowledge of Lawrence af
fairs, John, like only a few
members of the LU community,
refrains from getting excited
about the sports scene. Asked if
he was a fan of the great
quarterback. Dean Walsh, John
replied, “ n o .” He added
however, that he was a devout
fan of the legendary Lee
"Loren” Hurlbut. John had to
admit that his devotion to the
basketball wizard had lessened
since he discovered th a t
H urlbut was after his job at the
Y. He warned that Lee would
someday have to trade his
basketball for a master’s degree
in order to get a shot at the
position.
Between Jo h n ’s ventures un
to the c a m p u s an d the
Lawrence community’s interest
in the YM CA, John has made a
lot of friends here. This comes
as no surprise, not only in view
of the fact that to know John is
to be his friend, but also
because John has a lot in com
mon with the people who make
up our community. John not on
ly shares our outlook on life,
more importantly, he shares
with us Downer. All things con
sidered, John Black is one of us.

Q u ic k
Q u a lit y
C o p ie s
308 N. Appleton St.
(2 blocks north ol Prange's)

734.8997

Qgicfyrint
The Now Printers
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C a m p u s in B r ie f s

THE T H R E E PE N N Y OPERA
TO P LA Y H E R E
The Threepenny Opera by Ber
tolt Brecht and Kurt Weihl will be
presented in Stansbury Theatre
next weekend on the 28, 29, and 30
of January. The ABC program in
Appleton has, however bought out
Friday night’s performance so the
o n ly p e rfo rm a n c e s open to
Lawrence students and the general
public will be on Thursday and
Saturday nights.
This production is a cooperative
effort between the Lawrence
University Opera Theatre Com
pany and the Lawrence University
Theatre/Drama Department and is
the first mainstage musical of its
kind to be presented in years. The
cooperative effort has combined the
talents of Fred Gaines, John Koopman and Fred Storm to form the
directing staff, presents an or
che stra m ade up of L U J E
members, and promises to be one of
the finest highlights of the 1981-82
school year at Lawrence. Tickets
for Thursday the 28 and Saturday
the 30 are available now in the Box
Office.
W A S H IN G T O N PR O G R A M S
There will be an important
meeting for all students interested
in the Washington Semester Pro
grams on Tuesday, January 26 at 7
p.m. in the Ormsby Lounge.
Lawrence students Jayne Sprinthall, Constance Skowronski, and
TomBarney recently returned from
Washington will discuss the Pro
grams and their experiences with
them and with Washington, D.C.
Detailed information for students
interested in attending the Pro
grams next fall, as well as in later
terms, will be provided. Applica
tion forms will also be available at
the Tuesday night meeting.
Lawrence University has been a
m em b er in s t it u t io n of the
Washington Semester Programs
for over twelve years, and every
year selects students to spend a
semester in Washington examining
American national government,
p u b lic
a d m in is t r a t io n ,
or
Washington journalism firsthand,
studying foreign affairs or criminal
justice as they are seen from a
W a s h in g to n
p e rs p e c tiv e ,
e v a lu a tin g n atio nal economic
policy-making, or exploring the rich
laboratory for urban analysis that
Washington provides. The pro
grams count four and one-half
Lawrence course credits, and run
either from early September to late
December, or from the middle of
January to early May.

The s p e c ia liz e d p ro g ra m s
available include National Politics,
P u b lic
A d m in is t r a t io n ,
Washington Journalism, Urban
Politics, Foreign Policy, Economic
Policy, and C rim inal Ju stic e
Seminars. Lawrence University is
guaranteed acceptance of a total of
three students each fall semester.
However, additional “over-quota”
nominations in the fall semester as
well as "out-of-quota” nominations
for the spring semester for wellqualified students are sometimes
possible. Students selected must be
juniors and seniors (second term
sophomores are possible for the
spring programs), need not be
government majors, and must have
a strong academic record and solid
academic reasons for wishing to at
tend one of the W ashington
Semester Programs.
The deadline for applications for
the F all, 1982, W a s h in g to n
Semester Programs is Monday,
March 1. No applications for Fall,
1982, will be considered after that
date. All applications are due to
Mr. Longley, the Campus Director,
by then.
Further information will be
available at the campus-wide infor
mational meeting on January 26,
from the returned Washington
Semester students, or from the
W ashington Semester Campus
Director, Mr. Longley, Main Hall
302, phone Extension 6673.
6th A N N U A L
IN T E R N A T IO N A L D IN N E R
The Sixth Annual International
Dinner, featuring food and drink
from seven countries, will be served
at 7 p.m. Saturday, Jan. 23, in
Lawrence U niversity’s Colman
Hall dining room.
T ickets for the full-course
gourmet meal, at $9 each, are
available at the Lawrence Universi
ty Box Office, 115 S. Park Ave. The
Box Office is open between noon
and 6 p.m., Monday through Satur
day.
Cocktails, one non-alcoholic and
one with rum, will be served at 6
p.m.
The menu will include fried won
ton from Hong Kong; boeuf a la
bourgignonne from France; a
vegetable medley from Spain;
spanakopeta, a cheese and spinach
dish from Greece; apple salad, from
Sweden; dark rye bread, from Ger
many; and strudel, from Hungary.
The dinner will be prepared by
Lawrence University’s Food Ser
vice from recipes supplied by
members of the Lawrence Interna
tional Club. The club is composed
of students from Canada, Cyprus,
France, Belgium, Hong Kong, Iran,
P ak istan, K uw ait. Singapore,
Spain, Turkey. Japan, West Africa,
West Germany and the United
States.

ACM U RBA N STU DIES
TO V IS IT LA W R E N C E
S u s a n Reed an d P a t r ic ia
Rosezelle of the ACM Urban
Studies Program in Chicago will be
visiting Lawrence on Tuesday and
Wednesday the 26th and 27th of
January. Ms. Rosezelle will be
speaking in Main Hall 108 on Tues
day, January 26th at 4:15 on the
subject “ Endangered Minds and
Bodies: Racism in 1982.” In the
same room at 7:30 p.m., the same
evening, Ms. Rosezelle and Ms.
Reed will meet with all students in
terested in attending the Urban
Studies Program next fall. If you
have questions about the program
but are unable to attend this
meeting please contact Mr. Finkler
at extension 6664.

HEY
P E R K I N , p a ss th e
Cheetos._________ The DeCap a Five
Q - W H A T DO L IZZ R E A D , Andy Griffith, W ilbur Behrend, Milo
Lupprow, and Dick Tarnatzer have
in common? A. They’re all Moravian._____________
W H A T D O E S N ’T FIT?
A. Minoo’s Pipe
B. Bill Bremer’s tubers
C. Harold’s ball cap
D. Young Billy B ’s ego
E. Jo y ce’s Visor_ ___
W E B B O T H E R A L L —Do you
have to be so big and obtuse?
O N IO N B A G E L —Unfortunately
I ’ve had the misfortune of eating at
Downer on Chop Suey and Fortune
Cookie night._____________
“ F LOM: Coming soon!"________
BACK IN BU SIN E9S: S & S
Ceiling Removal Service is ready
again to serve you. taking out that
drab false ceiling to expose the
beautiful pipes and wires above.
Ask Joel Alnes how well they work.
SA G E H A L L —Go for it; I ’m
with you in spirit. Vive 1-amour,
v iv e j’armadillo. ^-Indira Gandhi
B A N G —Eugene Bradford like
hell, ten to one it’s Eva n .____
C O N G R A T U A T IO N S to our
fantastic new Kappa pledges: Carol
Arnosti, Leslie Blackwell, Elen
B ullo c k, M arg o t Dell, D ana
DeMets, Marianne Dooley, Ceci
Goetz, Alicia Johnson, Tracy
Keith, Paula Kohls, Laura Lister,
Sarah Lummus, Michele Mayer,
Cinda Nelson, Liz Patterson,
Georgia Ponos, Ellen Sander, and
Johnna Stassi. We love all of you!!!
Your sisters of
___________ Kappa Kappa Gamma
ELEN and M A R G O T - Y ou wild
women, you! Welcome to Kappa!
Love, E.
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Wrolstad judged marvelous
“ The idea is to develop much, but they gnaw at you.”
Richman’s prescription was
academically sound off-campus
programs which can provide an as sound as any I ’ve heard,
ad d itio nal dimension not “We’re a small enough place —
and we’re essentially peopleavailable on campus.”
Thus, Richman. sees the oriented, that with a small
necessity for more flexibility in amount of finesse we should be
how funds are allocated so that able to minimize resentment.
Colin Murdoch
the students would not have to
Dean of the Conservatory
bear so much of the burden.
In Dean Murdoch’s eight
“The university needs in its
budget some contingency funds years at Lawrence he has seen
for new and novel ideas which the administration completely
can encourage and help them change hands. That is, all ex
along. We need a greater cept for the position of Viceamount of imagination in those President for Business Affairs.
controlling the purse strings.’’ “ Mar’s continuity has been an
On a final note, Dr. Richman important asset to Lawrence,”
touched on the idea of com he asserted.
Murdoch described Wrolstad
munication of decisions which
as
“ competent and welleffect the students. “We need
to pay close attention to handle intended.” “We’ve developed
decisions which affect student an excellent working relation
life which make them as ship.”
With respect to the Conser
palpable as possible.”
There are a great many little vatory Murdoch felt that
things, like parking, Richman Wrolstad was both “receptive
added, “which don’t amount to to new ideas” and “absolutely

fair and equitable with the
resources he has to distribute.
Moreover, his praise con
tinued, “he has a concern for
and loyalty to the institution
and its welfare, especially for
the students, faculty and
staff.”
Tom Lonnquist
Associate Dean of Campus Life
There is an inherent conflict
that exists in any university
between business manager and
programming coordinator. The
former’8 function is to save
money, while the letter’s con
cern is oft-times to spend it.
That Wrolstad and Lonnquists’ early working relation
ship consisted of a “memo war’’
in which each etched out their
institutional beliefs is not sur
prising. Since then, however,
their dealings have become
much more civil and they
discuss matters either in person
or over the phone.
For
the
most
pa rt

W A NTED —Pledge Formal
Date. Apply in person to Nancy
Olson, 224 Plantz Hall.
_____
PHOEBE—Welcome to KAT.
Hope you have as much fun as I
do!M______________ Luu, Mom
LIZARD OF LONDON-Har
rod’s Tea at 3—Stuff your face and
then munch on the McVities. You
may be heavy, but you’ll be happy!
Miss you tons._________ Luv, Fuzz
TO CINDA: Happy Birthday to
you. Happy Birthday to you. Hap
py Birthday dear CINDA. Happy
Birthday to you._______________
HAVE YOU HUGGED your Birthday .Girl today?_______
HAPPY BIRTHDAY to the
nineteen year old blonde woman!!!
(Well, a few more requirements to
go).___________________________
DEAR READERS-We would
like to inform you that today is
CINDA NELSON’S Birthday. She
will be accepting Birthday kisses
throughout the day and night and
night and night..._______________
ATTENTION —Free box~of
raisins with every purchase of
loafers at Footworks.
IF YOU DON’T like seeing corp
ses piled high, blood, gore and intrique, don’t come to "I, Claudius”
Tues. and Thurs. 7-9 Media Center.
BIRDMAN T TW TWE TWEET
your birdwoman knows how to
whistle. _______________
GOT A RAISIN on your shoe???
Contact Irene, ext. 6849.
DG
PL E D G E S —Welcome
Aboard?
_____ —D G Actives
IRENE—You’re the hostess with
the mostest raisins.______ —N ina
LONDON THETAS—It ’s okay,
you can come back now; rush is
over. (Just kiddin’ you guys) We
DO miss you! You’re gonna love
our 25 new sisters; they’re
fabulous, esp. when they "dash
through the quad on their first
round robin night.” Drop in at
Harod’s for us.
YourTheta
Sisters
ANNIE WHALEN-You met a
___________________

stranger with many dots Friday at
4:00 for a treat your comrade.____
I HAVE THIS friend who you
might call a relunctant, perhaps
even silly, loser. What can 1 do?
WHICH ONE DOESN’T fit?
Raisins
Irene Serowitz
Squatty
Metaphysics_________________
WHAT WILL CARLETON, Lea.
Trilla. Stacey, Chris, Ken, Michelle,
Frank, Mary and Mike do tonight?
Come and experience it. Harper
Hall, 8 p.m.____________________
ANN LOUISE—You are quite
the one.
An admirer of
________________ _

long legs

SERRY—I love your raisins.
_____

the Count

DG PLEDG ES—You’re the
greatest!
Your Sis ters
IRENE—Q: What is an overripe
grape? A: A raisin._________
L o n n q u ist’s assessment of
Wrolstad was favorable. He
stated that “ Mar is a very com
petent and very efficient man.”
Yet he also identified certain
aspects, perhaps shortcomings,
which if acted on, would im
prove the nature of the institu
tion.
L o n n q u is t
d e sc rib e d
Wrolstad’s administrative style
as the ‘staff-line model.’ In this
model decisions are made at the
top and everybody else falls in
to place. This is not necessarily
a bad thing, but Lonnquist
recommended the need for more
delegation of responsibility to
secondary staff posts. He is of
the opinion that Wrolstad could
not possibly oversee all of his
dominion without a certain
trust in his staff.
A second point of need he
identified was an employee
evaluation program. “ In my
op in io n ,” he said, “ it is
reprehensible that Lawrence
University does not have an
employee evaluation program.
Everybody ie treated the same
in terms of raises. Raises
should be based on merit.”
W ithout such a program a staff
member often does not know
where he fits in.”
He also touched on the idea of

KAWLESKI & DEMPS: Hats
off to you!__________________ —Lu
HEY ANNA BANANA—If you
don’t come back soon I may have
to come and get you. I can’t handle
the blue things anymore. Bop, en
joy and when in doubt smile. The
Kite Chairman. _______ _________
COUNT—Are your raisins really
seedless?__________________ Serry
T R IV IA
W EEK
SPECIAL—How many raisins
does it take to fill Irene’s loafer?
THETA PLEDGES (with those
curls and foxy legs): We Love You!
___________________ — Your Sisters

RONDOGGY—How do you like
your raisins: squatty or on the
loafer???
____ _ _ _ _
WHAT HAD BLONDE hair and
chapped lips?...CINDA NELSON
the day after her Birthday!______
TRIVIA QUESTION No. 1 22
63—What do CINDA NELSON
and Professor Noppe have in com
mon? They both were born on Jan.
22!!!__________________________
CINDA—Happy Birthday, we
love you._________ Love S and M
HAPPY BIRT HDAY KAPPA—Love your new sisters!!!
TESS, your Prince is dead. He
was killed by the mail coach while
you were asleep.________________
WHO DO ESN ’T F IT?
George Washington
Abe Lincoln
Demostenes
John Sieracke
RUSH CHAIRMAN Mega Lega
Thi, Vanities gal, and a new sister,
congrats and love.________ STN
HAS YOUR CUTE and cuddly
lost his/her soul in Ormsby’s head
resident's apartment?___________
DRUMMER WANTED to join
semi-serious, developing 4-piece
group. Must provide own equip
ment. Call Paul (6890) or Tom
(6888).___________
___

------------------- \
F ir s t I m p r e s s io n s
A re Im p o r t a n t !
S ta rt W ith a WellW ritte n R e s u m e .
.

Call

F ir s t
I m

p r e s s io n

R e s u m

e s

779-4619
S__________________________ )
a staff development which he
said “is virtually absent at
Lawrence.” He suggested a pro
gram w hich would boost
employee morale and show
them that they are important.
The following statement
seems to validate this point.
“ Certain staff people have left
th is university who were
young, bright and motivated.
They didn’t leave because they
disliked Lawrence. They left
because their supervisors were
less bright and less motivated.”
Lonnquist’s final area of con
cern was with the communica
tion process. “ His own selfcriticism about his communica
tion problem (Part I) is ac
curate,” the Associate Dean
said.
But Lonnquist felt strongly
that in issues like the small
houses, 99 percent of all
students, faculty and staff
would arrive at the same deci
sions if given the same informa
tion. Otherwise, those left out
side of the decision-making pro
cess feel used.
The foregoing opinions were
solicted because presumably
these professionals are better
equipped to evaluate the perfor
mance of the senior business of
ficer than the basic, inex
perienced student. Next week,
however, if The Lawrentian
receives sufficient feedback, the
students will have their say.
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Sports
Dribblers Split: N eed ‘‘Killer Instinct !
by J.L.
Killer instinct. The ability to
put the opposition away when
the opportunity arises. This
past week the Lawrence Viking
Basketball team took the op
portunity and also let it slip
away. Against Knox one week
ago today the Vikes displayed
their killer instinct as they
crushed the Siwash 97-79 after
a close first half. However, four
days later the Vikes sorely
missed the same instinct as
they fell to a young Lake Forest
team 67-66.
Throughout the first half of
the Knox game neither team
was able to gain an upper hand.
An enthusiastic crowd looked
on as the teams exchanged
baskets and the lead in the ear
ly going. Knox was able to pull
away to a five point lead at the
halfway point, but a driving lay
in by Cam Jackson and a
crucial rebound and follow by
Howard Cohn kept the Vikes
close.
After a three point play by
Steve Hopkins put Knox back
ahead by four (22-18), Derrich
DeWalt canned four baskets
along with a single by Dave
Knopp to move the Vikings
ahead 28-26.
See-saw s c o rin g a g a in
prevailed until “ Double-D” hit
two more jumpers to put
Lawrence ahead for good 34-32.
Chris McLean’s power lay-in
and Jackson’s 20 footer round
ed out Lawrence’s half time
scoring and gave them a 38-36
lead at intermission.
Overall, Know was very lucky
to be that close. Cold shooting

by the Vikes midway through
the 1st period and poor reboun
ding thoughout allowed the
Siwash to stay in the game. The
Vikes also failed to convert on
numerous Knox turnovers.
After an arousing half time
performance by a local pom pon
squad and a controversial
unplugging of Sam “ voice of
the Vikes’’ Levin’s microphone,
the Vikings stormed on to the
court playing a tenacious man
to man defense.
Quick baskets on steals by
Knopp and McLean upped the
Vikes lead to six and Knox was
forced to call a timeout with on
ly 48 seconds having elapsed.
The time out was to no avail, as
c o n s e c u tiv e
b a s k e ts
by
DeW alt, Carl Cramer, and
Knopp increased the LU lead to
12 (48-36).
From there on the outcome
was academic. Crisp passing,
good shot selection, tig h t
defense, numerous fast breaks
and Sammy’s glares at the
Knox coaches allowed LU to
totally dominate the 2nd half
and blow the Siwash away.
Knox was never able to get
closer than ten points and was,
for the most part, ineffective on
defense. The Vikes were able to
tally 59 points in the second
half alone.
Said Forward Dan Busiel,
“ We decided to come out and
play some tough, aggressive
defense right away in the se
cond half and take the game to
them. That’s been one of our
weakest points. Usually we
play lackadaisically at the

The Skinner Box
“ Women hooper’s ranked number one” exclaimed a
headline in the Jan. 15 issue of The Lawrentian. “ W hat is this
bull____ bout women’s basketball being number one?” , demand
ed a confounded Rick Petersen, Lawrence’s Sports Information
Directw, on Tuesday night. Uh, oh, I thought, but instead ask
ed, “ W hat do you mean bull? Isn’t it true?” In my naivete I had
neglected the editor’s main job and committed the cardinal sin
of journalism -1 hadn’t checked a reporter’s sources. It was this
oversight which led to the appearance in print of the unfounded
report that the LU women were the nation’s number one-ranked
Division I I I basketball team. After beating a quick retreat and
with minimal investigation I discovered that this rumor grew
out of the fact that for a time, as was stated in the article itself,
team captain Robin Chapman had led the nation in rebounds
per game, and Theresa Welhoefer had been tied for best free*
throw percentage. These are certainly noteworthy acconfjplishments, but they do not make a team automatically lead
to a number one ranking. The Lawrentian's apologies for any in
conveniences caused by the article.

Where the
good times
roll and roll
and roll. . .
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and it’s cost us in the past.’’
O utstan d in g performances
were turned in by DeWalt, who
led LU scorers with a career
high 20 points; Knopp, whose
hustle benefitted him with
numerous steals and rebounds;
and Cohn, whose impression of

Marques Haynes on a solo fast
break reverse gorilla dunk elec
trified the crowd.
Seven V ikings (including
DeW alt) scored in double
figures. Jackson, Busiel and
Cohn each had 10, Jack Ehren
had l i , Knopp 13, and McLean
14.
As much as the Vikes were
able to control the second half
of Friday’s game, they were
unable to control any part of
Tuesday’s game against Lake
Forest. The Vikings simply
could not put away the scrappy
Foresters who held on long
enough to steal a victory from
the Vikes by one point.
In contrast to the Knox
game, Lawrence was extremely

Plinto: Skinner

sluggish against Lake Forest.
Poor passing, a slow moving of
fense, turnovers, and lack of a
pressure defense eventually
cost the Vikes what could have
been their fourth victory
without a loss in the Midwest
Conference.
«
Surprisingly, LU had a slight
tipper hand in the first half as
they led by as many as eight
points several times. Yet, the
Vikes were never able to pull
away, and went in with a
halftime lead of 35-29.
Said disillusioned spectator
Pat Shwanke, “The first half
was very boring.”
The second half saw much of
the same action up until the six
m in ute m ark. U n til then
Lawrence maintained their four
to eight point lead and was
unable to put the Foresters
away. This inability filially
caught up with the Vikings as
Lake Forest rallied with six
minutes remaining. A tight
trapping press forced a couple
of LU turnovers and all of a

Bucket Ladies Fall
to strong Norbert
Monday night, before the
largest crowd ever at an LU
women’8 game, the Vikettes
suffered their first loss to the
amazon women of St. Norberts:
53-65.
The women hoopers were led
in scoring by Deb Jaryszak
with 16 and Robin Chapman
with 10. Carol Arnosti and Sandi Goldhamer each chipped in 7.
Chapman racked up 13 re
bound s and A rn o s ti and
Jaryszak pulled down 7 apiece.
The Vikettes were seldom
behind by more than six points;
and came within two midway
through the second half but
couldn’t overcome the depth of
St. Norberts bench.
Coach Kastner was a little
disappointed, but far from
discouraged. “ St. Norberts is a
fine team no doubt about it,”
said Kastner, “but we didn’t ex
ecute as well as we are capable
of.” St. Norberts is the top
team in the conference, if not
the state. The Vikettes to win
the conference must play ag
gressive defense to win their re
maining conference games and
revenge the loss to St. Norberts
in DePere. Despite the loss,
Kastner has confidence in his
squad and “is pleased with the
team’s progress. “The key to
our season that will make or
break it is rebounding and ag
gressive defense. We will try to
correct our mistakes and im
prove week by week.”
We play at Silver Lake Fri
day. Lakeland plays here Satur '
day at 2 p.m. We only beat
them by three points the first
time so it should be a good
V
game.

sudden the score was Lake
Forest 57, Lawrence 56.
The
te a m s
exchanged
baskets and turnovers over the
next five minutes and with 40
seconds left Busiel hit one of
two free throws to tie the score
at 65.
Lake Forest worked the clock
down to ten seconds when
Jerald Davis drove the baseline
to put the Foresters ahead
67-65 with 7 seconds remaining.
After an LU timeout, Dave
Knopp took the inbounds pass
in Lawrence’s end of the court,
dashed to the center line, dish
ed off to Cam Jackson who put
up an off balance 15 foot
jumper, Dan Busiel grabbed
the rebound and was fouled on
his follow up attempt with no
time remaining.
Lake Forest called time out to
“ ice” the shooter and Busiel
stepped to the line forced to
make both free throws to tie the
game. He made the first but
was unable to convert on the se
cond. Utterly disappointed the
Vikes left the court to the
sound of Lake Forest players
ranting and raving.
W ith the loss the Vikes
record is now 8-3 overall and 3-1
in the Midwest Conference.
Their next two games are away
Friday and Saturday against
Grinnell and Monmouth respec
tively. The next home game is
Tuesday, Ja n . 26, against
powerhouse Beloit.
To b e a t th e se
te a m s
Lawrence will have to find that
killer instinct they so im 
pressively displayed Friday but
couldn’t muster up Tuesday.

Player of tlje Week

Hats off to the ever-zany Groucho Marx who scores
m uchas p un tas with his posthumous directorial debut,

a rib-tickling bit of old style slapstick in the grand
tradition of the Brother M. The film, sentimentally
entitled You Bet Y ou Life, is a born winner with the
gags all but writing themselves.
New-face Jim Dana (pictured above with Groucho
on location) stars as the ringleader of a wacky bunch of
madcap economists on sabbatical who try to woo Lady
Luck am idst the glitzy-spangled-banbled finery of
Las Vegas--the show capitol of the world.
Giggles galore as darling Dana mugs his way
through the gambling gamut; hearty horse-laughs at his
hilarious hotel hijinx; and knowing kneelslappers as he
investigates the production possibility curves of those
famed L.V. showgirls. Absolutely totally boffo! Don't
miss it!
— R ona B arrett

QUOTE

OF THE WEEK

For chili this is terrible, but for small rodent excrement
it ’s not too bad.
—Unidentified patron of unidentified diner
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